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EXPORTS, UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE WELFARE STATE

Abstract

The paper analyzes the labor market effects of globalization when foreign market entry is costly and risky. With flexible labor markets, a fall in foreign market entry cost tends to generate more income inequality. By contrast, when workers cannot easily switch industries and wages are inflexible in the short run, globalization tends to increase unemployment. In this situation, government unemployment benefits reduce the wages that exporting firm’s need to pay workers as risk compensation. Thus more firms within an industry and more industries become exporters. The above findings are consistent with popular views about the globalization effects in the U.S. and continental Europe. The results also suggest that the welfare state can simultaneously cause an increase in unemployment and exports.
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1 Introduction

A popular hypothesis holds that globalization has led to increasing income inequality in countries with flexible labor markets such as the U.S., but higher unemployment in those economies in which labor markets function sluggishly, in particular continental European countries such as Germany and France (a point also noted by Fisher, 2003). In this paper I develop a simple model with ex post heterogeneous firms which addresses the relationship between globalization and labor market outcomes. A key feature of the model is that exporting is a costly and risky activity. Before being able to sell abroad firms need to make a costly investment, sometimes called 'beachhead cost' (Baldwin 1988), such as expenditures for setup of a foreign distribution network or for compliance with local product regulation. Often these investments are sunk, as confirmed by Roberts and Tybout (1997), and need to be made before the ultimate success is known. For this reason not all firms within an industry enter the foreign market, a stylized fact supported by numerous studies (e.g., Bernard et al., 2003). The theoretical model presented below shows how a fall in beachhead cost (=globalization) has both intraindustry and interindustry effects in the export sector that ultimately translate into employment and wage outcomes, whose exact outcome depends on labor market institutions.1

As done previously, one could utilize traditional Heckscher-Ohlin theory to understand the effect of globalization on labor market outcomes (more on this later). The present paper takes a different direction however. The modelling approach is in the spirit of but formally different and in some sense simpler than the more recent literature in international trade theory that stresses firm heterogeneity (e.g., Melitz, 2003, Baldwin, 2005) and its repercussion on wages (e.g. Yeaple, 2005), and therefore is able to identify exactly the channel through which exporting behavior feeds back to the domestic economy. In contrast to most of this literature, however, I allow for unemployment and thus labor market frictions. At a more general level, the paper is related to recent work on the nexus between firm-level output volatility and export or international orientation. For example, Fabbri, Haskel and Slaughter (2003) find that labor demand for less skilled labor has become more elastic for U.S. and U.K. manufacturing firms during a period in which multinational activity has increased. Buch, Döpke and Strotmann (2006) find that German exporting firms experience less volatility than domestic firms. They focus on macroeconomic shocks and do not explicitly distinguish between firms that enter foreign markets (and may fail) and those who export (and apparently succeeded.)

1I ignore the effects of globalization on the domestic labor market via import competition, but address the issue informally in section 5.
In this paper I show that in the presence of flexible labor markets globalization has no effect on unemployment and total labor income, but tends to increase income inequality between workers on the one hand and the residual claimants on firms’ profits on the other hand. When the labor market is less flexible, however, globalization tends to lead to more unemployment (and perhaps also more inequality). The intuition for the case with flexible labor markets is that workers and wages adjust so that the distributional effect of globalization is solely transmitted via industry profits. There are three effects when beachhead costs fall: The direct effect on profits (for a given number of firms entering the foreign market) is positive, and thus leads to an increase in inequality. The other two effects are indirect ones, as the number of firms entering the foreign market changes. Industry profits decline because more firms pay the entry cost (the second effect). The third effect reflects the change in probability that foreign market rents are captured by either of the domestic firms (because of Bertrand competition between two successful exporters), and depends on the probability that any single firm is successful in foreign market entry. I provide sufficient conditions for economy wide profits to fall. Inequality increases when the success probability of foreign market entry takes rather extreme values.

Turning to the case with labor market rigidities, unemployment is not caused by a government mandated minimum wage, but rather it is the difficulty of reallocating labor across industries after the success of foreign market entry is realized, combined with little wage flexibility in the short run. An obvious reason for sectoral immobility of workers are sector-specific skills. Alternatively, industries may be located in different regions of a country and workers need to move to find a new job when released by an unsuccessful exporter. Empirically, workers in continental European countries are less prone to move than those in the U.S.\(^2\) When labor is immobile in the short run, wages could adjust to clear the labor market at the industry level. I assume, however, that wages are inflexible \textit{ex post}. The inflexibility of wages in the short run conforms with anecdotal evidence related to the practice of firms downsizing in Europe.

A fall in beachhead cost drives unemployment. When the first firm in an industry finds entry into the foreign market profitable, unemployment in expected terms unambiguously increases. In equilibrium workers enter the industry until labor supply equals labor demand in the \textit{successful} state (which happens with probability \(q\)), implying that with the probability of \textit{unsuccessful} foreign market entry \((1 - q)\) they become unemployed. As the

\(^2\)Consistent with differential mobility is the difference in variation of regional unemployment rates between U.S. states on the one hand and German Länder on the other hand. The coefficient of variation for the former is 0.24, but 0.36 for the latter (Jan. 2006 data). Also, the generous welfare benefits for unemployed workers in some continental European countries may reduce the incentive to find a new job.
second firm enters the foreign market, two opposing effects occur. On the one hand, the probability of no firm being successful is smaller with two firms \((1 - q)^2\) than with one firm \(1 - q\), pushing unemployment unambiguously down. On the other hand, the increase in product market competition when both firms are successful (which occurs with probability \(q^2\)) leads to higher expected output and industry labor demand, pulling more workers into the industry. I show that upon entry of the second firm \textit{industry unemployment} increases if either the success probability is sufficiently small or the foreign economy is sufficiently large. The change in \textit{economy-wide unemployment} is determined by the sum of the interindustry (i.e., industries entering the foreign market) and intraindustry effects (i.e., more firms within an exporting industry entering the foreign market). I show that overall unemployment rises when the country is sufficiently small relative to the rest of the world.

The case of short-run immobile labor and wages provides further interesting insights. Assuming that the government pays released workers unemployment benefits, there is an \textit{inverse relationship} between the unemployment benefit and the wage offered by exporting firms. Workers need to be made indifferent between working in the secure numeraire sector and the risky export sector. The expected income for the latter option depends on how the government treats unemployed workers. Therefore, unemployment benefits allow exporting firms to pay less than in the absence of such government benefits (but still more than in the secure numeraire sector). The consequence is important: All else equal, a country with the higher unemployment benefit per worker has lower wages in the exporting sector, induces more firms within an industry to enter the foreign market and, when successful, to increase output due to lower cost. This pulls more workers into the industry, and additional industries to become exporting industries in the first place, which together generate more unemployment and welfare state expenditures in expected terms.\(^3\)

The above result may explain some puzzling features about the German economy. German exports are booming, seemingly attesting to the competitiveness of the economy, while at the same time unemployment is significantly above the average of OECD countries. Going hand in hand with mass unemployment goes a generous welfare state, a large share of the government budget and overall economic output devoted to pay unemployed workers, finance early retirement packages for elderly people, and other costly labor mar-

\(^3\) The result does not imply a strictly positive correlation between exports and welfare state expenditures because countries may differ in labor market flexibility. For the same reason the model does not contradict the empirical observation that wages of unskilled workers in continental Europe exceed those in the U.S.
ket policies (see Sinn 2006). The present paper explains these features by arguing that the welfare state influences industry labor supply (and not only individual labor supply, as argued by Sinn, which in turn triggers firms to outsource unskilled labor intensive activity to low-wage countries) and provides incentives for firms to enter foreign markets when labor and wages are immobile in the short run.

Another implication of the analysis is that the generosity of the welfare state in the presence of short-run immobile labor and wages is here the cause to more unemployment, a bigger government sector, and more exports. This is in contrast to Rodrik (1998) who argues that the rising share of government expenditures in GDP in the face of globalization is the consequence of mitigating the increase in external risk - measured by the product of the openness of the economy and the volatility of the terms of trade.

Most of the existing work on globalization and labor markets utilizes variants of a traditional Heckscher-Ohlin framework. The increasing wage gap between skilled and unskilled workers can be rationalized by Stolper-Samuelson effects. Similarly, introducing a minimum wage in a country that trades freely with a flexible economy leads to unemployment in the former country, a point formally shown within a factor abundance approach by Brecher (1974), Chao and Yu (1997), and Davis (1998). Explaining both phenomena with the Heckscher-Ohlin (HO) theory is problematic, however, because either some assumptions or implications are in conflict with empirical observations (see Burtless et al. 1998 for a critical analysis of the empirical validity of various HO implications). Davis (1998) analyzes consequences of a minimum wage in an integrated world economy, where all countries are fully diversified in production. Factor price equalization holds and the wage of unskilled workers are equalized at the level of the minimum wage. This conflicts with the wide distribution of wages for unskilled workers across countries. In addition, diversified production of all countries appears at odds with the high degree of specialization observed in practice (see Schott (2003) for a detailed empirical analysis).

Three other approaches generating unemployment have been pursued. Matusz (1986) and Fernandez (1992) use the theory of implicit contracts to study wage formation and employment in an open economy. Unlike the present paper the welfare state is not considered explicitly. In Matusz (1996) unemployment is the result of paying efficiency wages. More intra-industry trade due to trade liberalization is shown to reduce unemployment however. Most recently, Kreickemeier and Nelson (2006) introduce an international trade
model with a fair wage constraint and show that unemployment arises endogenously.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 a model with flexible labor markets is introduced. In section 3 comparative statics with respect to beachhead cost are undertaken. In section 4 I consider the case with inflexible labor markets and the resulting link between exports, unemployment and the generosity of the welfare state. Section 5 concludes.

2 The Model

Consider an open economy which produces goods in two sectors with one input factor (labor). The $Z$ sector is characterized by constant returns to scale, where one unit of labor is transformed into one unit of output, and is the importing sector in equilibrium. The price of sector $Z$ output is normalized to one. The second sector, called $X$, consists of a continuum of industries and will be the export sector in equilibrium (as in a Ricardian type model). Industries differ in their productivity. The output of a firm in industry $i$ is

$$x(i) = a(i)l(i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $a(i)$ is the productivity parameter and $l(i)$ is the amount of labor used. Labor productivity $a$ is distributed continuously on some compact interval $[\underline{a}, \overline{a}]$ with constant density $m$. Thus there are many industries with identical productivity, but producing different goods.

In each industry there are many, ex ante symmetric firms producing a homogenous good and competing in prices (quantity competition is briefly reviewed in section 5). Each firm serves the domestic market, and in addition must decide whether to enter a foreign market. Foreign market entry is costly and requires spending sunk cost $F$, which are also called beachhead cost. Unlike variable trade cost like tariffs or transportation cost, the beachhead cost represent the cost of complying with local market regulations, setting up a sales network, etc. The success of foreign market entry is random however. With probability $q$ a firm is successful and serves the foreign market. With probability $1 - q$, however, entry is unsuccessful and the firm is not in a position to sell in the foreign market. Since sunk cost $F$ are paid before the firm finds out about its success, entry is a decision under uncertainty. The probability of success is identical for each firm in each industry, and independent from firm to firm.

6One could introduce another sector $Y$, similar in structure to the $X$ sector, which is located in the rest of the world. In that case the home country imports output from $Y$ industries in addition to or instead of importing the numeraire good.
To simplify the analysis I focus on case with at most two firms entering the foreign market. If both firms enter the foreign market, with probability $q^2$ both firms are successful and compete in prices, leading to zero profits. With probability $2q(1-q)$ one firm is successful, while the other is not, and with probability $(1-q)^2$ both firms are unsuccessful and do not export. Clearly, a firm can make strictly positive profits in the foreign market only if it is the only firm with a positive draw and is thus a monopolist. In addition, entering the foreign market requires that the additional expected profits cover the fixed cost $F$ of foreign market entry.

I now turn to the consumer side of the economy. There is a mass of $L$ identical individuals. Each worker supplies one unit of labor inelastically and consumes the numeraire good and all goods from the $X$ sector. Preferences are of the quadratic form

$$u(x, z) = z + \int \alpha x(i) - \beta x^2(i) di,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are positive parameters. Consumption is financed through labor income. Given the structure of preferences profits from the $X$-sector could be distributed to households, which would show up in demand for the numeraire good only. Assuming that profits are accrued by separate owners (and who spend it on the numeraire good) allows me to address distributional issues, as globalization changes both labor income and profits. Individuals are equally productive across industries and thus there is a uniform wage when labor markets are flexible. Utility maximization implies that demand for any $x$ good is a linear function of its own price only, $x_d = x_d(p; i)$. All income effects are subsumed into the demand for good $z$. Thus total demand for good $i$ is $X_d(p; i) = L x_d(p; i)$ given price $p$. I assume that foreign demand is generated from a similar demand structure, but allow countries to differ in size. Let foreign’s labor force be $L^* = \lambda L$, where $\lambda > 0$ is a scale parameter. Then foreign demand for home’s exports of good $i$ is simply $X^*_d(p; i) = \lambda X_d(p; i)$ at any common price $p$.

I begin with an analysis of the case with flexible labor markets. The timing of events is as follows. In a first stage firms make their decision simultaneously about foreign market entry. If entering, a firm has to pay immediately the sunk cost. Then the success of those firms entering foreign markets is realized. Firms compete in prices and hire workers to produce goods, which are then sold to consumers who maximize utility by choosing consumption quantities given prices and lump sum profit income. There exists one national labor market and hence there is no unemployment. Any worker released by an unsuccessful firm can find work in the secure numeraire sector. There exists also a continuum of goods markets (one for each industry) and the market for good $Z$. Trade is balanced by Walras law. As mentioned above, the country necessarily exports sector $X$ output
because the foreign country does not produce but values these goods.

For each industry of sector $X$ the game is solved backwards to determine the equilibrium entry and pricing decisions. In the domestic market the two firms are Bertrand competitors. In the foreign market there are zero, one or two firms competing after the entry success is determined. Since demand for the homogenous good depends only on own price, competition between two (successful) firms leads to marginal cost pricing, as in the domestic market. Profits are zero. The wage $w$ is given through sector $Z$ and equals one. Dropping the industry index for expositional convenience, the equilibrium price for an industry with two (successful) firms is

$$p^C(c) = c = w/a = 1/a,$$

where the superscript $C$ refers to competition and $c$ to marginal cost. When a firm is monopolist in the foreign market it charges the monopoly price $p^M(c)$, assuming that for all industries the monopoly price is less than the willingness to pay for the first unit of a good $\alpha$. Let $\pi$ denote the profit in the domestic market. The monopoly profit for a firm serving the foreign market is $\lambda \pi^M$ (because of the linearity of demand). When no firm is successful in entering the foreign market, exports and foreign consumption of the good are zero, the price is infinite (or above the consumers reservation price).

The above can be used to determine the expected profits at the foreign market entry stage of the game. Denote by $(i, j)$, $i, j \in \{E, N\}$, the entry decisions of firm $i$ and $j$, where $E$ stands for entry into the foreign market and $N$ for no entry.

- When both firms do not enter the foreign market $(N, N)$, the expected total profit of all firms is zero, $\pi_{NN} = 0$. Firms compete fiercely at home and the competitive price leads to zero profits from the domestic market.

- If one firm enters the foreign market, but the other does not, $(E, N)$ or $(N, E)$, the domestic firm (superscript $E$) obtains zero, $\pi_{EN}^N = 0$. The exporting firm (superscript $E$) has expected profits of

$$\pi_{EN}^E = q \lambda \pi^M - F.$$

The first term refers to the expected monopoly profit in the foreign market. There is no price arbitrage across markets possible. The value of $\pi_{EN}^E$ is positive when $F$ is sufficiently small, but is negative if not.

- When both firms enter the foreign market $(E, E)$, each firms expected profit is

$$\pi_{EE} = q(1 - q) \lambda \pi^M - F$$
which may or may not be positive. The superscript $E$ is not used here because both firms are symmetric. Recall that $q(1 - q)$ is the probability of being a monopolist in the foreign market.

Note that $\pi_{EN}^E > \pi_{EE}$, that is, the expected profit of the firm that exclusively enters the foreign market is greater than the expected profit of the firm when also the rival is a potential exporter. A summary of the firms’ payoffs at the entry stage is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm 1</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>$q(1 - q)\lambda \pi^M - F$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$q(1 - q)\lambda \pi^M - F$</td>
<td>$q\lambda \pi^M - F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

The next step is to identify the equilibria of the entry game. It is easy to see that $(N, N)$ is an equilibrium of the entry game if $\pi_{EN}^E < 0$ or $q\lambda \pi^M < F$, which simply states that beachhead cost exceed the expected monopoly profit in the foreign market. Both firms entering is an equilibrium if $\pi_{EE} > 0$, which is equivalent to $q(1 - q)\lambda \pi^M \geq F$. Here the beachhead cost must be sufficiently small because the probability of being a monopolist is now only $q(1 - q)$. Finally, the situation with only one firm entering $(E, N)$ or $(N, E)$ is an equilibrium if $\pi_{EN}^E > 0 > \pi_{EE}$, that is, $q(1 - q)\lambda \pi^M < F \leq q\lambda \pi^M$. The following result follows now immediately, as for each level of beachhead cost there is only one equilibrium in the entry game.

**Proposition 1.** The pure-strategy equilibrium in the foreign market entry game leads to a unique number of firms in an industry entering the foreign market, given beachhead cost $F$ and industry productivity $a$.

Of course, when the equilibrium outcome involves only one firm entering the foreign market it is not determined which of the two firms it is. Given symmetry, however, this aspect is of no interest for all results derived further below. Overall, the structure of the model is fairly simple and as is shown in the next section shares properties with other trade models with heterogeneous firms.
3 Globalization with Flexible Labor Markets

In this section I do comparative statics with respect to the beachhead cost and thus with the number of firms entering the foreign market. A fall in $F$ can be interpreted as globalization. For any particular industry with productivity $a$, equilibrium values of important variables change only at two critical points of $F$, namely when fixed cost equal expected profits of the first and second firm entering the foreign market, i.e., $F_1 = q\lambda \pi^M(a)$ and $F_2 = q(1-q)\lambda \pi^M(a)$. Alternatively, for a given level of sunk cost $F$ there exist industries with productivity levels $a_1$ and $a_2$ such that a firm breaks even even when entering the foreign market alone or jointly, that is $F = q\lambda \pi^M(a_2)$ and $F = q(1-q)\lambda \pi^M(a_1)$.

Analyzing the effects of globalization on equilibrium price, profits, and export volume is of interest to check the plausibility of the model. The model is fairly consistent with other models of trade with heterogeneous firms (see Melitz, 2003, and Baldwin 2005).

**Proposition 2.** a) The mass of industries entering the foreign market increases when $F$ falls. b) Expected industry exports (weakly) increase when $F$ falls. c) Conditional on exports taking place, the expected export price in an industry decreases and the variance of the price increases when the number of firms entering the foreign market increases from one to two.

The first result is straightforward given Proposition 1. For given productivity $a$, there exists a critical threshold level of the fixed entry cost, which makes an industry an exporting one by inducing the first firm to enter the foreign market. Monopoly profit $\pi^M(a)$ is increasing in productivity $a$. When productivity is continuously distributed, a fall in $F$ has the predicted consequence. Result b) is easy to prove as exports are zero under $(N,N)$, while expected exports equal $qX^*_d(p^M)$ for the case of one firm entering the foreign market. The export volume is even higher when both firms enter the foreign market $(E,E)$ because expected exports amount to

$$ q^2X^*_d(p^C) + 2q(1-q)X^*_d(p^M) = q[q(X^*_d(p^C) - X^*_d(p^M)) + (1-q)X^*_d(p^M)] + qX^*_d(p^M), $$

which is clearly higher than $qX^*_d(p^M)$. The reasons are twofold. Exports are higher when both firms successfully enter the foreign market since price competition stimulates demand. In addition, the probability of unsuccessful foreign market entry falls from $1-q$ to $(1-q)^2$.6

6Result 1 applies to aggregate exports of an industry. Interestingly, the result does not necessarily hold for an individual firm, even if we condition on that firm being an exporter. For example, comparing the case of $(E,N)$ and $(E,E)$ the expected exports of a firm that is entering the foreign market in both situations is unchanged if one assumes that the firms split the market when both successful. Of course, this is the consequence of the linear demand structure which implies that the monopoly output is half of the competitive output.
Concerning part c), a single successful firm charges the monopoly price. The expected price is thus the monopoly price and its variance is zero (conditional on exports occurring). By contrast, when both firms enter, with probability $q^2$ the two firms end up charging a price equal to marginal cost, while with probability $2q(1-q)$ the firm with the good draw charges the monopoly price. Thus, conditional on exports taking place, the expected price is now lower and has positive variance. I now turn to characterizing profits as function of fixed cost.

**Proposition 3.** Assume that at least one firm enters the foreign market. A fall in $F$ increases expected industry profits holding fixed the number of firms entering the foreign market. Expected industry profits drop discontinuously, however, when entry cost fall below the critical level at which the second firm enters the foreign market, $F = q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M$.

The proof is straightforward. The industry profit level corresponding to one and two firms entering the foreign market is given by

\[
\pi^E_{EN} = q\lambda\pi^M - F \quad \text{and} \\
2\pi^E_{EE} = 2[q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M - F]
\]

respectively. The latter is less than the former when the two expressions are evaluated at $F = q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M$, which is the critical level at which the second firm finds entry profitable. Figure 1 graphs industry profits as a function of beachhead cost.

Proposition 3 suggests an interesting trade off for economic inequality. As $F$ falls, more industries enter foreign markets and the number of industries with multiple firms changes.

**Proposition 4.** Economy wide expected profits increase when $F$ falls if the probability of foreign market success is sufficiently small or sufficiently large. In those cases globalization leads to an increase in the country’s total income but an increasing gap between labor income and expected profits.
Figure 1 – Industry profits for given productivity
The proof for this result requires defining aggregate profits
\[
\Pi = m \cdot \left[ \int_{a_1}^{\pi} 2\pi E_E da + \int_{a_2}^{a_1} \pi E_N da \right] 
\] (3)
where \( m \) is the mass of industries at any given productivity level, \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are the critical productivity values at which the number of firms changes, given fixed cost \( F \). They are implicitly defined by \( q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M(a_1) = F \) and \( q\lambda\pi^M(a_2) = F \), respectively. Differentiating with respect to \( F \) the change in economy wide profits equals
\[
\frac{d\Pi}{dF} = m \left[ (a_1 + a_2 - 2\pi) + \frac{da_1}{dF}(F + \lambda\pi^M(a_1)[q(1 - 2(1 - q))]) + \frac{da_2}{dF}(F - q\lambda\pi^M(a_2)) \right] 
\] = m \left[ (a_1 + a_2 - 2\pi) + \left( \frac{da_1}{dF} \frac{Fq}{1-q} \right) \right] = m \left[ a_1 \left( 1 + \frac{eq}{1-q} \right) + a_2 - 2\pi \right],
\]
where the second equality is explained further below. The first term within the square brackets, \( a_1 + a_2 - 2\pi \), is always negative and reflects the direct effect of an increase in \( F \), that is, the increase in expenditures on fixed costs holding constant the number of firms entering the foreign market. The second term is the indirect effect and depends on the mass of industries switching the number of firms in the foreign market,
\[
\frac{da_1}{dF} = \frac{1}{\lambda q(1-q)(\partial\pi^M/\partial a_1)} = \frac{\pi^M}{\partial\pi^M/\partial a_1} > 0. \tag{4}
\]
The indirect effect in (4) has two components: (i) the reduction in fixed costs when one firm is no longer entering the foreign market and (ii) the change in probability of having a monopoly in the foreign market from \( 2q(1-q) \) to \( q \). The last term in the first line of (4) is zero by definition of \( a_2 \).

In general the net effect of an increase in sunk cost on industry profits is ambiguous. The direct effect dominates however when \( q \) takes extreme values. To see this, the change in industry profit can be written as in the second line of (4) by substituting out \( \lambda\pi^M(a_1) = F/q(1-q) \) and collecting terms. When the success probability is small, the threshold levels \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) become very similar \( (q \approx q(1-q)) \), and the indirect effect vanishes because for given \( F \) and \( a_1 \) there exist many combinations of \( q \) and \( \lambda \) that leave \( a_1 \) unchanged. Hence, as \( q \) becomes very small (and \( \lambda \) adjusts), the derivative (5) stays unchanged, but the indirect effect becomes small.

By contrast, when the success probability is close to 1, in almost no industry both firms enter the foreign market, that is \( a_1 \) is very large, but \( a_2 \) is close to \( a \). In the

\[7\text{The term } eq/(1-q) \text{ does not explode because the elasticity goes to zero as the success probability goes to one.}\]
limit, $a_1$ exceeds $\pi$, and thus the indirect effect vanishes again. The second statement in Proposition 4 follows immediately now because the economy’s labor income is independent of the degree of internationalization. The wage rate equals one and labor supply is fixed.

In summary, when labor markets are flexible the model is consistent both with some implications derived in other recent trade models and with the rising inequality in Anglo-Saxon countries over the last quarter century. The results should not be overinterpreted, of course, as the model ignores some important aspects (discussed in section 5 in more detail). Rather the contribution of the analysis is to model explicitly how the riskiness of foreign market entry feeds back into the domestic economy.

4 Globalization with Short-Run Immobile Labor and Wages

In the previous section it was assumed that the labor market is completely flexible and workers are perfect substitutes across industries. All workers are employed after foreign entry success materializes and the wage is uniform across sectors and industries. In this section I take a different perspective: Workers cannot easily switch jobs across industries and sectors ex post. Instead workers must decide in which industry/sector to work before the firms’ foreign market entry success is revealed. They become unemployed if not hired by firms in the industry for which they opted. The assumption is reasonable if industries are geographically dispersed and workers do not move easily, as is much more the case in continental Europe than in the U.S. Workers can opt to work in sector $Z$ though (before uncertainty is revealed), which guarantees an income of one because the sector faces no risk. Workers are risk-neutral since all income effects enter the consumption of the numeraire good due to the constant marginal utility of consuming $z$.

Even with short run immobile labor unemployment is not an automatic consequence however. If labor demand falls short of industry labor supply, the market would clear when wages fall sufficiently. I assume, however, that this is not the case. One reason could be that flexibility makes wages more volatile, which following Azariadis’ (1975) theory of implicit contracts, induces risk averse workers to trade off employment security for income security. Here I follow a similar idea (without formally modelling it). A firm offers a specific wage and hires workers. The promise to pay the wage is enforceable when the firm’s labor demand is not less than its initial hiring, given product market competition and foreign market entry success. By contrast, when less workers are needed, the firm randomizes among its existing workers. The firm’s excess labor supply can be
hired by other firms in the same industry at their wage, which happens only if such firms
find themselves in a labor shortage situation. When the latter does not happen the worker
becomes unemployed and receives government unemployment benefit \( b \in [0, 1) \), and thus
less than the wage in the numeraire sector. I do not model explicitly the government
sector here. It may be assumed, however, that government spending is financed by a
lump sum tax on workers, which affects only demand for the numeraire good.

The timing of the game is as follows: 1) Firms decide whether to enter foreign market,
2) each firm sets a wage, 3) workers choose to work for a particular firm in industry \( i \) in
sector \( X \) or in sector \( Z \), 4) foreign market entry success is resolved, and 5) production,
consumption and trade take place. Note that wages typically depend on the entry strategy
of both firms. For this reason I examine each entry pair separately.

Case (N,N)

Both firms do not enter the foreign market. Profits are deterministic and the wage is
one \( (w_{NN} = 1) \). There is no unemployment.

Case (E,N)/(N,E)

Workers hiring with the exporting firm face stochastic income. To compensate them,
they must be offered a wage \( w_{EN}^E \) higher than their outside option of one. The superscript
\( E \) in the wage term refers to the wage of the firm entering the foreign market. Given
the higher wage, the firm loses in price competition in the domestic market with the
non-exporting firm if the latter hires workers at a wage of one. The non-exporting firm’s
labor demand is deterministic and given by

\[
L^N_d = \frac{X_d(p^*)}{a}, \quad \text{where} \quad p^* = \min \{ c_{EN}^E, p^M(c_{EN}) \}.
\]

In words, labor demand depends on sales in the domestic market where the price charged
is the smaller of the marginal cost of the exporting firm, \( c_{EN}^E = w_{EN}^E/a \), and the monopoly
price, given that the non-exporting firm pays workers a wage of unity, and thus \( c_{EN}^N = 1/a \).

The firm entering the foreign market thus produces output only for exports if its entry
is successful. Suppose that the firm hires as many workers as necessary to serve the foreign
market in case entry is successful, that is,

\[
L^E_d = \frac{\lambda X_d(p^M(c_{EN}^E))}{a}.
\]  

Then each worker gets the wage \( w_{EN}^E \) with probability \( q \), and faces unemployment with
probability \( 1 - q \), in which case he is paid \( b \) by the government. To attract workers the
expected income must equal the outside option of working in sector \( Z \). The wage of the
E firm must therefore satisfy
\[ w_{EN}^E = \frac{1 - (1 - q)b}{q} > 1. \]  
(6)

Note that now all equilibrium conditions are satisfied. Each risk-neutral worker obtains an expected income of one and wages set by firms maximize expected profits. If the exporting firm offered a lower wage, nobody would want to work for the firm. Paying more lowers profits strictly. The exporting and non-exporting firm’s profits are \( \pi_{EN}^E = q\lambda\pi^M(c_{EN}^E) - F \) and \( \pi_{EN}^N = (p^* - 1/a)X_d(p^*) \). Expected unemployment in this case is
\[ U_{EN} = (1 - q)L_s = \frac{(1 - q)\lambda X_d(p^M(c_{EN}^E))}{a}, \]  
(7)

where \( c_{EN}^E = w_{EN}^E/a \).

Case (E,E)

The entry strategy is symmetric and I therefore focus on symmetric equilibrium in terms of the wage paid \( w_{EE} \). Instead of deriving the equilibrium step by step, I propose the following equilibrium allocation: Industry labor supply is
\[ L_s = \frac{X_d(p^C)}{a} + \frac{\lambda X_d(p^M)}{a}, \]  
(8)

where each firm hires one half of \( L_s \). Notice the superscripts on prices in (9). Assume for a moment that the wage is sufficiently high so that exactly \( L_s \) workers enter the industry. With probability \((1 - q)^2\) both firms are unsuccessful and all firms compete only in the domestic market. In this situation labor supply exceeds labor demand by the second factor in (9). With probability \(2q(1 - q)\) one firm is successful and the other is not, leading to industry labor demand equal to industry labor supply. There is no unemployment because workers can switch from the unsuccessful firm to the successful firm at the same wage. Finally, when both firms are successful in foreign market entry, they compete in Bertrand fashion at home and abroad. Labor demand exceeds labor supply in this case (at marginal cost pricing labor demand in foreign is higher), but there is no pressure to bid up wages since profits are zero for both firms. All workers are employed.

The last step is to determine the wage consistent with entry of \( L_s \) workers. To find the wage, the expected income of a worker must equal one, that is,
\[ \left[ q^2 + 2q(1 - q) + (1 - q)^2 \frac{X_d(p^C(c_{EE}))}{aL_s} \right] w_{EE} + (1 - q)^2 \left[ 1 - \frac{X_d(p^C(c_{EE}))}{aL_s} \right] b = 1. \]  
(9)

The first two terms in the first square bracket refer to the cases where either one or both firms are successful and thus industry labor demand equals or exceeds industry labor
supply, and thus each worker earns $w_{EE}$. But even when both firms are unsuccessful, some workers earn $w_{EE}$ because the domestic market is served. A worker’s employment probability is equal to the ratio of industry labor demand to industry labor supply. One minus the employment probability is the likelihood of being unemployed, in which case the worker receives $b$. This is the second term in (10). Expression (10) can be simplified by inserting (9) and using the fact that under the linear demand structure the monopoly output equals half the competitive output. Hence

$$w_{EE} = \frac{2 + \lambda(1 - (1 - q)^2)b}{2 + \lambda q(2 - q)},$$

which is greater than one if $q \in (0, 1)$. Expected profits equal $\pi_{EE} = q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M(c_{EE}) - F$. Expected industry unemployment in that industry is

$$U_{EE} = (1-q)^2\lambda X_d(p^*) = \frac{(1-q)^2\lambda X_d(p^*)}{a},$$

where $c_{EE} = w_{EE}/a$. Unemployment occurs only when both firms are unsuccessful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm 2</th>
<th>Firm 1</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M(c_{EE}) - F$</td>
<td>$(p^* - c_{EE}^N)X_d(p^*)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M(c_{EE}) - F$</td>
<td>$q\lambda\pi^M(c_{EN}^E) - F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$q\lambda\pi^M(c_{EN}^E) - F$</td>
<td>$(p^* - c_{EN}^N)X_d(p^*)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

I now turn to the analysis of equilibrium entry strategies given fixed cost and industry productivity. Table 2 provides a summary of the profits at the entry stage. The outcome in the entry game is not necessarily as clear cut as in the case with flexible labor markets because the wages are dependent on entry strategies. The pair $(E, E)$ is an equilibrium if sunk cost are sufficiently small, that is $\pi_{EE} > \pi_{EN}^N$

$$F < q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M(c_{EE}) - \left(p^* - \frac{1}{a}\right) X_d(p^*).$$

Foreign market entry of exactly one firm ($(E, N), (N, E)$) occurs if $\pi_{EN}^E > \pi_{NN}$ and $\pi_{EN}^N > \pi_{EE}$, or

$$q(1-q)\lambda\pi^M(c_{EE}) - \left(p^* - \frac{1}{a}\right) X_d(p^*) < F < q\lambda\pi^M(c_{EN}^E).$$
Such a fixed cost range may not exist because marginal cost $c_{EN}^E$ are typically higher than $c_{EE}$, as shown below, and hence the monopoly profit in the $(E, N)$ case, $\pi_{EN}^M$, may be smaller than in the $(E, E)$ case, $\pi_{EE}^M$. I shall assume, however, that for each industry there exists a sunk cost level such that $(E, N)$ is an equilibrium for intermediate levels of foreign market entry cost. Armed with this assumption comparative statics with respect to $F$ can be carried out.

Specifically, I analyze unemployment levels when within an industry the number of firms entering the foreign market increases. Clearly, unemployment goes up when moving from $(N, N)$, where unemployment is zero, to $(E, N)$ or $(N, E)$, where unemployment is given by (8). Less obvious is the effect when the second firm enters, i.e. a comparison of (8) and (12). On the one hand unemployment tends to be smaller because the probability of unsuccessful entry with two firms, $(1-q)^2$, is smaller than with one firm, $(1-q)$. On the other hand, the higher success probability of actually serving foreign consumers implies that the marginal cost in the case $(E, E)$ is lower, and hence foreign sales are higher, which in turn draws more workers into the industry. This point is easily seen by establishing

$$w_{EN}^E - w_{EE} = (1-q)(1-b)(2+\lambda q) > 0,$$

and thus $c_{EN}^E > c_{EE}$ for given productivity.

The change in unemployment when the second firms enters is thus

$$U_{EE} - U_{EN} = \frac{(1-q)\lambda}{a} \left[ (1-q)X_d(p^M(c_{EE})) - X_d(p^M(c_{EN}^E)) \right].$$

Unemployment increases in the number of firms entering the foreign market if the first term in square brackets is sufficiently large relative to the second term (in absolute value). This is the case when $q$ is sufficiently close to zero because the monopoly price is an increasing function of the unit cost and thus $X_d(p^M(c_{EE})) > X_d(p^M(c_{EN}^E))$. Alternatively, the wage and thus the marginal cost differential in (13) is substantial when the foreign country is large relative to the home country, that is, (13) is increasing in $\lambda$.

**Proposition 5.** When workers and wages are inflexible in the short run, a rise in the number of firms entering the foreign market due to globalization leads to an increase in industry unemployment and government expenditures for unemployment benefits if either foreign market success $q$ is sufficiently small or the rest of the world $\lambda$ is sufficiently large.

The intuition is straightforward. Globalization leads to a larger market and more output per firm for a given wage. As beachhead costs drop, more and more workers are
drawn into the export sector because the probability of unsuccessful entry with two firms is smaller than with one.

The analysis can be taken a step further when analyzing economy wide unemployment. As foreign market entry cost fall, more industries become exporters, and thus unemployment tends to increase. Formally, economy-wide unemployment is

\[ U = m \cdot \left[ \int_{a_1}^{a_2} U_{EE}(a) da + \int_{a_2}^{a_1} U_{EN}(a) da + \int_{a_2}^{a_1} U_{NN}(a) da \right], \]  

where the last integral is zero (non-exporting industries). Unemployment depends on marginal cost of exporting firms which in turn is a function of wages and productivity. Differentiating with respect to fixed cost and rearranging gives

\[ \frac{dU}{dF} = m \left[ \left( U_{EN}(a_1) - U_{EE}(a_1) \right) \frac{da_1}{dF} - U_{EN}(a_2) \frac{da_2}{dF} \right]. \]  

The threshold levels \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are both increasing in \( F \). Thus unemployment falls for rising \( F \) when the foreign country is sufficiently large, because in that case \( U_{EN}(a_1) < U_{EE}(a_1) \). Yet, even when the difference is slightly positive, an overall fall in unemployment is likely as unemployment is reduced by those industries exiting foreign markets (i.e., the last term in (16)).

Another important insight comes from considering the role of the welfare state. An increase in the unemployment benefit \( b \) leads to a proportional increase in welfare state spending holding industry labor supply constant. The change in \( b \), however, triggers via wage effects also responses in exporting behaviour, and thus labor demand, which in turn tend to produce even larger increases in government expenditures.

**Proposition 6.** An increase in the unemployment benefit \( b \) lowers the wage in firms entering the foreign market and raises industry labor supply. Government expenditures for unemployment benefits rise more than proportional, assuming the conditions for Proposition 5 hold.

Formally, this can be seen from differentiating government expenditures

\[ G = bU = bm \left[ \int_{a_1}^{a_2} U_{EE}(a) da + \int_{a_2}^{a_1} U_{EN}(a) da \right], \]

which gives

\[ \frac{dG}{db} = U + bm \left[ -(U_{EE}(a_1) - U_{EN}(a_1)) \frac{da_1}{db} - U_{EN}(a_2) \frac{da_2}{db} \right. \]

\[ + \int_{a_1}^{a_2} \frac{dU_{EE}(a)}{db} da + \left. \int_{a_2}^{a_1} \frac{dU_{EN}(a)}{db} da \right] \]  

(16)
The threshold levels $a_1$ and $a_2$ are inversely related to $b$, which follows from (7) and (11). An increase in unemployment benefits allows firms to pay workers a smaller risk premium, holding foreign entry cost and other parameters constant. For the same reason unemployment is positively related to $b$. Lower wages mean a smaller monopoly price, more goods demand and an increase in industry labor demand. Thus overall government expenditures increase by more than the initial unemployment level.

So far I focused on the effects of globalization on unemployment rather than inequality. Before looking at inequality between profits and wages, it is interesting to note that in the presence of inflexible wages and immobile labor workers are no longer identical ex post. While all workers receive an expected income of one, the realized income is either higher or lower than one when a worker hires with a firm that enters the foreign market. In the present model workers are assumed to be risk-neutral and thus do not care about the increase in income volatility. Still, consistent with Rodrik (1998) globalization leads to an increase in external risk that makes incomes more volatile. Similar to the case with flexible labor markets and wages, inequality between expected labor income and profits increases when the first firm enters the foreign market compared to both firms staying domestic. Whether inequality increases even further when the second firm enters the foreign market is not clear a priori.

5 Discussion

This paper has developed a simple model of ex post heterogeneous firms which compete for foreign market rents. Stochastic productivity and foreign market entry cost determine the equilibrium number of firms entering the foreign market. The model is fairly tractable and could be used in applied contexts such as to study free entry of firms or the role of firm effort in relation to firm productivity. In the following I discuss two critical assumptions and an additional implication.

Firms produce a homogenous good and are assumed to compete in price. This leads to Bertrand competition whenever two firms are successful and thus face the same marginal cost. The advantage of this framework is that the analysis is fairly straightforward. A firm is either a monopolist or makes zero profits (except for the case with inflexible labor markets where limit pricing may occur). Assuming quantity competition in an otherwise identical model is likely to generate similar results. Competition between two successful firms is softened unter Cournot type competition, yet profits may not be large enough to justify foreign market entry of one or more than one firm.

The trade structure was assumed to be simple in order to focus on the effects of foreign
market entry risk on domestic labor markets. The foreign country exports to the domestic economy either the numeraire good, which is not subject to stochastic entry success, or another good (say $y$) that is not produced at home. Thereby globalization has no effect on the domestic economy via import competition. The setting can be extended to address the issue however. It is not clear how in this new setting globalization affects inequality and unemployment. Even when the import competing firms face no own uncertainty, their product and thus labor demand is indirectly affected by foreign firms subject to their export market risk. At the same time domestic firms have smaller market shares when entry costs fall and thus reduce the number of workers in the import competing sector in the first place.

The model has further implications that go beyond the question raised in the present paper. For example, when workers are risk averse, they would tend to avoid export sectors. To the extent that workers can influence the degree of their own intersectoral mobility, they would try to reduce the risk of being stuck in any particular sector. How could they do this? Intersectoral mobility is often tied to the amount of general skills relative to sector-specific skills. The model therefore suggests that in economies with less flexible labor markets individuals invest more in general rather than specific skills. Moreover, given that specific skills are often more relevant for innovation we may expect that the risk of foreign market entry may spill over into the degree of innovation in an economy.
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